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 When a study has multiple contracting or legal issues across countries and sites,
how will you keep sites enthusiastic about your study?
 When do you communicate and train as the sites are slowly initiated into the
study?
 When a site’s database will not be sufficient, how will you help sites look at
alternative ways to find patients?
 How will you help sites explain to patients why they should participate in a
clinical trial?
 What delivery methods do you use to communicate complicated and multiple
protocols?
 How do you present difficult protocols to effectively train Coordinators? How do
you ensure Coordinators are ready to implement your complex study?
 When there are multiple vendors involved within patient processes, how do you
efficiently educate sites on these processes?
 How do you train sites to keep patients engaged during a long screening period?
 When screen failure is high, how do you work with sites to keep them engaged?
 When there is a lot of competition within a market, how do you differentiate
your study?
 How do you ensure sites keep your program top of mind?
 When there are drugs already on the market for this disease, why does your drug
matter and how should sites talk about it for recruitment?
With rare diseases, the site may only see one appropriate patient per year.
 How do you maintain quality when sites received training at the Investigator
Meeting 12 to 18 months prior?
 How do you maintain interest at the site level?
 How do you help sites accelerate patient recruitment when a study is behind
schedule?
 How do you improve site relations if there has been a history of starts and stops
with the study and frustrating road blocks and changes?
 What techniques do you use to regain commitment to your study?
 How do you efficiently train and motivate sites on your study when Face to Face
is not an option?
 How will you incorporate accelerated learning techniques into web meetings and
online modules?
 How will you measure information retention?
 How much time do you waste on repetitive training?
 Can you trust your CRA to deliver accurate and consistent training across all sites
and countries?
 Is there a way for your content experts to train all sites concisely?
Creating partnerships for success.
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